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The vanquished Taíno Indians, the Spanish conquistadors, rebellious slaves, common folk, foreign invaders, bloody dictators, gallant heroes, charismatic politicians, and committed rebels—all have left their distinct imprint on Dominican society and left behind printed records. Nevertheless, the five-hundred-year history of the people of the Dominican Republic has yet to be told through its documents. Although there has been a considerable production of documentary compilations in the Dominican Republic—particularly during the Trujillo era—few of these are known outside the country, and none has ever been translated into English. The Dominican People: A Documentary History bridges this gap by providing an annotated collection of documents related to the history of the Dominican Republic and its people. The compilation features annotated documents on some of the transcendental events that have taken place on the island since pre-Columbian times: the extermination of the Taíno Indians, sugar and African slavery, the establishment of French Saint Dominique, independence from Haiti and from Spain, caudillo politics, U.S. interventionism, the Trujillo dictatorship, and contemporary politics.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am using this book in dual with another book in my History of Dominican Republic Class in college. This book is ideal for people who want to read real historical documentation pertaining to the countries history. Packed with information. My only complaint is that the narrative isn't really told in a story-telling type of way, but more so through expository evidence.
The collaborative editorial effort of Ernesto Sagás and Orlando Inoa, The Dominican People: A Documentary History is an annotated collection of documents directly related to five hundred years of Dominican society. From the extermination of the Taino Indians, to the rise of sugar farming, the spread of African slavery, independence from Haiti and from Spain, caudillo politics, U.S. intervention, the Trujillo dictatorship, down to the modern day, The Dominican People offers primary sources that give sharply drawn and informatively clear insights into the crucial events that have shaped this history, politics and culture of a proud nation. A valued and very recommended addition to school and community library World History library collections, The Dominican People: A Documentary History is also available in a hardcover edition.
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Dr. Ernesto Sagás co-authored "The Dominican People: A Documentary History," a book made up of texts from the history of the Dominican Republic that includes such hits as a presidential inaugurate speech in all its full glory. The texts are preceded by short commentaries (sometimes just one paragraph) that offers very little insight into texts that are poorly chosen to begin with. The claim to fame of this book is that it is contains these texts translated into English for the first time. ....
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